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Enjoy the bestselling book in Mexican Travel, Holidays and Short Stories while enjoying San
Miguel de Allende’s (SMA’s) unique traditions that are an extraordinary mixture of an ancestral
pagan past and the Catholic faith. These are the secrets behind what we do in today’s SMA for
our virgins, saints (plus those who are neither) and daily expressions of an all-encompassing
faith. Here is explained why there were fireworks and church bells blaring this morning, and what
the celebration is truly about.



SAN MIGUEL DE ALLENDE SECRETS:History and Culturewith Virgins, Barbies and
Transgender SaintsJoseph Toone

The cover model is the SMA doll my mother kept on her bed. The dolls are called Marias for the
Virgin Mary. She is painted on tortilla paper by a local artist that specializes in images of the
Virgin Mary.Copyright © 2016 by Joseph TooneAll rights reserved.This book, or stories thereof,
may not be reproduced in any form without permission. You must ask nicely then tell me you are
a virgin or saint and I’m almost certain to say “go ahead”!Second EditionBook design: Patricia
García Arreola

To Limp,You were never a virgin, but always a saint with our parents and my children. Gracias,
despite being too tall for taxis and topes in town!Your Son,FutzAndTo Miss Blondina Clarke,To
have had a friend all your life is a blessing I’ve always appreciated even if like the Virign Mary,
you, too, were a little bit pregnant before tying the knot!Toonces, the Driving CatAnd then there
isCanadian Bacon,That salty porker without which none of this would be possible.Jojo
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Once Upon a Time… The most frequent question I get asked when giving story telling tours on
local history and culture is “How do you know this stuff?” (Often said in tone featuring the
unvoiced question of “And why?”)Once upon a time when I first arrived to SMA I taught English
as a volunteer. One of my favorite students was a grandmother named Mercedes. One day
Mercedes took me aside to ask if I would be her danzón partner. (I learned much, much later
danzón, not ‘dance on’ like I thought it was called, is a style of dance like salsa, swing and
square dancing are.)My response to her was I didn’t speak Spanish to be able to take the
classes to learn danzón. Plus I didn’t know how to dance, so I didn’t really see the upside to
partnering with me. In response, she signaled me to come down to her level (literally, she is
really short) to “Tell me a secret.” She replied, in a tone normally reserved for dim witted cats,
“That’s OK, you’re a man.”Eventually we got good (now I teach dance) and we performed in
events in SMA then around the state and country. These events were based around religious
fiestas I knew nothing about, but wanted to. Who were these virgins and saints I was clueless
about despite having been taught by nuns all the way through graduate school?!?As I did my
research to understand the events I performed at better for the coming year I realized I had
amassed over 80 stories. The stories described SMA’s more unique traditions and celebrations
that are an extraordinary mixture of an ancestral pagan past and the Catholic faith. So I plowed
those stories into a web site for foreigners to reference during their visit.Knowing having a web
site without promoting it is foolhardy, I started offering fundraising tours for local children’s
libraries. Quickly I became TripAdvisor’s top ranked historical tour guide though for the first tour I
really thought no one would want to attend a walking tour on subjects so, well, left of center.
Instead there were 35 people! The second tour garnered double that at 70!Today I offer both
public and private tours as I much prefer the intimacy of smaller groups. The tours attract folks of
all faiths, or none, to have a better understanding of what is going on around them while here in
SMA.

Identifying SMA’s Virgins The Virgins of SMA carry extra special significance as it is they that
provide the unique feminization of faith that permeates all aspects of SMA. As their female
counterparts reigned in Pre-Hispanic SMA the many images of Mary play an active role in
modern day to day life providing comfort, compassion and, often, a fair bit of humor!

There Are so Many Virgins in SMA! Lately I’ve been on Virgin kick talking about all the different



images of Mary seen, and celebrated, almost daily here in SMA. Yes, of course, I understood the
double entree about being SMA’s Virgin Expert, but it wasn’t until I kept getting introduced to
various groups around town by sexy voiced women I realized just how dirty it sounded. Suddenly
I went from a conversation about God’s mother to being an implied child molester.Recognizing
SMA’s Virgins is important to enjoying life in SMA as their impact is felt constantly. From the first
appearance of Guadalupe, the mother of all Mexicans, that radically changed how Mexicans
view themselves to the birthday parties for Baby Mary, SMA’s culture of faith has had a distinctly
feminine slant.All these Mary’s are the same person, Jesus’ Mom, Joseph’s wife, Ana and
Joachim’s daughter. So as many of the more astute folks at my tours and workshops query,
“Why are there so many virgins?” Not just so many, but in all forms…young, old, newborn,
toddler, pregnant, wife, mother, daughter, dark skinned, blonde, the list of variations is endless
and that’s before you get into her clothing options.The short answer is because all these
versions represent different aspects of Mary. From a more macro level, they all influence the
feminine aspect of faith found in SMA yet absent from our northern neighbors. Yes, you can
argue the Church was (is?) a male run institution, but you can’t deny faith itself promotes a
certain femininity here.Mary’s birth, introduction to the temple, marriage, motherhood,
widowhood, and outliving her only child are all aspects of a women’s life honored and
worshiped. As are the feminine qualities of all encompassing love, compassion and the fiery
compassion of a woman’s need to protect her loved ones.In local art you can differentiate these
images by her age, clinging sea monster, even the lack of limbs play a part in the legend. What
you can’t see in art is the effectiveness of her intervention. It’s easy to question the logic to
certain Virgins but more difficult is to question why churches have standing room only to honor
Mary’s aid in baby related issues the eighth of every month. Attendees return monthly to thank
Mary for her miracle with their baby.Recently I was gamboling through the cemetery on a tour as,
oddly, it is a great place to see many tomb adorning Virgins side by side. An amicable older gal
who felt she couldn’t grasp all the differences in the images exclaimed “I can’t possibly
remember this stuff because I’m a nice Jewish girl.”To which I simply retorted “So was she.”

Mary, Aggressive and Assertive My favorite image of Mary is wildly popular in SMA and
throughout Mexico. The Virgin of the Light began as a painting in 1722 Sicily from a nun’s vision
of Mary. The painting depicts the Virgin holding a man from falling into the jaws of Leviathan (an
evil sea monster from the Old Testament who swallows men’s souls into the Sea of Chaos).The
image of the sea monster separates this Mary from all the others. Mary, in art, is normally seen
as contemplative, maternal or even sad. Lifting the man shows Mary as an aggressive and
assertive lioness protecting one of her much loved cubs.The rest of the painting falls squarely in
the realm of colonial era Marian art as Mary’s other hand holds the Baby Jesus as he chooses
fiery hearts from a basket, symbolizing the love of God given to all. On Mary’s head are angels
that crown her as the Queen of Heaven.In 1732 the painting was transferred by the Jesuits to
Leon’s Basilica to the Virgin of Light. The Jesuits then spread veneration of this image



throughout the Americas. Her image is in nearly every church in town with the Parroquia itself
featuring multiple versions including a mural of the creation of the original painting.The
Leviathan’s image in this much beloved image was censored since 1760 by the Church as the
Pope didn’t like Mary being portrayed alongside a pagan sea monster. The monster was to be
replaced by the flames of hell, or darkness that symbolized Purgatory.The Wednesday before
Pentecost (50 days after Easter and when the apostles received the Holy Spirit) is the feast day
of the Virgin of the Light. The neighborhood behind the mall is named in her honor and sponsors
a namesake church. The week long celebrations include dances, rides, indigenous
presentations, food and music in addition to devotional rosaries and masses.The large paper
stars upon poles you see in various processions are in honor of the Virgin of the Light. The
tradition came from Salvatierra in the 1920s when recently laid off factory worker found jobs in
SMA and brought their affection for Mary of the Light with them. Plus she is the patron for
electricians.The Chinese restaurant in town my kids were partial to as teens had closed and re-
opened by the corner of La Luz (named for Mary of the Light) and Presa. In the interim, the wife
had her third child and here you don’t have to name the baby for several weeks after leaving the
hospital.So while holding the nameless creature and enjoying a good (Winnie the) Pooh-Pooh
Platter I tried to talk her mother into the name Tallulah Maria de la Luz (Mary of the Light). My
thinking, I explained, was that her friends would call her by her obvious nickname, Talu Malu.I
told Mom Tallulah is indigenous for waterfall though to me, Tallulah is better known as the 1930s
movie star whose wisecracks, labeled with irreligious wit and delivered in her famous husky
drawl, blew her reputation out of all proportion.As for little Talu Malu’s Mom, she found the
possible name humorous, but she’s pretty set on Joyce Melanie which, here is an equally
unusual name as Tallulah (not Malu though, that’s a fairly common nickname for Maria de la Luz/
Mary of the Light). But perhaps with Talu Malu I found my next dog’s name!

Mary Rides the RailsMay 24My family (grandfather, parents and siblings) have long worked for
the railroads. They were conductors, brakemen, office workers and ticket sellers. My childhood
affiliation with trains was limited to an extensive HO scale train and village featuring mountains,
running waterfalls and seasonal snow (baby powder) that occupied the better part of my parent’s
basement. That was until I started volunteer teaching dance in Empalme Escobedo.Empalme
Escobedo (Escobedo for short) is a town named for a General and the ability to switch and re-
connect railroad cars which occurs endlessly. The non-stop movement of 1950s era trains
occurs directly in the town’s center and frequently brings traffic (far more bikes than cars) to
indefinite standstills.Located between Comonfort and Celaya, Escobedo is not a must see
tourist destination. Lacking hotels, restaurants or local handicrafts, the economy of Escobedo
begins, and ends, with the ever-moving trains.However, Escobedo’s cultural claim to glory is
Mary Help of Christians. Her name is Help, because she helps Christ regarding humanity and in
this city, during times of past plagues.Originally the image was featured in a painting by Italian
master Thomas Lorenzone. The Virgin appears with Jesus, the Apostles, other saints and



angels personifying a concept of Mary popular since the fourth century particularly in Greece,
Turkey and Egypt.The church dedicated to this image is like much else in this 200 plus year old
town, on the outside dirty with train soot but once inside, magnificent. The architecture is the
clean Federal style found with national monuments in Washington, DC yet featuring Tiffany-style
windows and folk art statues, the church is a calming array of many styles.On her May 24 feast
day the town comes to life closing off downtown with food, games and fun as the statue of Mary
proceeds around town. Rock concerts play in the evening while my students perform to danzón,
cumbia and other Latin rhythms. It’s well worth the foray into the hinterlands to visit, between
Comonfort’s offerings in garden supplies and Celaya’s big box stores.For the record, if you are
blocked by the trains that bisect the middle of town simply park and use the pedestrian bridge to
access the other side and consider that Mary’s help!
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Paul Reed, “Funny and Informational Read. Loved the content. I read a copy of this book while
visiting SMA. Couldn't wait to buy a copy and place it in my reference library.”

Lynn G. O'Neil, “Born storyteller. Joseph is a born storyteller and has captured a magical part of
the Mexican culture. Told in such a humorous fashion with great respect for all traditions and
perspectives he will weave his web and draw you into the history and secrets that lie out in plain
sight. Don't miss it!”

JDT, “Great book. Very informative.”

russell e vile, “Incredible knowledge and humor.. Incredible perspective. Joseph is one of San
Miguel's most prominant and humorous storytellers.  Great read.  Not to be missed!”

dennis black, “Joseph is an excellent guide through all that revolves around Central Mexico..
Joseph Toone’s books are very informative and like his tours, they are witty, full of interesting
anecdotes and history that is everything but boring. I have all of the books and am in the process
of taking many tours. Thank you Joseph. Your knowledge of the area from saints to sinners, as
well as so much local info is invaluable. Can’t wait for more.”

The book by Joseph Toone has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 9 people have provided feedback.
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